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Materials and Methods
FIA sample -The US Forest Service is a five year cyclical inventory of forests in the US in which 20% of the plots in each state are sampled every year. Trees larger than 12.7 cm diameter at breast height (dbh) are recorded in the tree plot (subplot) and the abundance of seedlings by species that are smaller than 2.54 cm dbh and taller than 30.5 cm for hardwoods or 12.24 cm for conifers are recorded in the seedling plot (microplot) (Fig. S1 ). We treated fully forested plots as independent sample units because distance dependent effects tend to lose significance 30 m from the tree (26) . We utilized the data collected between 2004 and 2009 (downloaded on 11/22/2010 from http://www.fia.fs.fed.us/tools-data/ under FIA Data Mart) that were east of the 100 th meridian longitude. Data were entered into an Oracle relational database and filtered using SQL queries. We excluded plots that had been disturbed by humans (2% of plots) or fire in the previous five years, which is the time period between sampling, to limit the influence of human management on the plot area. Tree plantations were also excluded from the analysis in order to better capture natural regeneration patterns. After passing the database through these filters we had 207,444 plots for analysis (Fig. S2 ).
Analysis Methods
All statistical analyses were performed using R version 2.13.0 (27) .
Model Selection and Fitting -We developed a model that would provide a single parameter to represent the strength of density dependence. From scatter-plots of tree count versus seedling count, it was apparent that the relationship was non-linear and variable between species. Using generalized linear regression, we fit an exponential function to the relationship between the number of seedlings and trees by maximum likelihood with glm.nb in the MASS package (28) . Specifically, the equation took the form S=ae bT where S is the number of seedlings, T is the number of trees or sum basal area by species, and a and b are parameters fit using the negative binomial distribution. In this case, b, the parameter that relates the number of seedlings to the number of trees represents the strength of density dependence as it controls the inflection of the fit line (Fig. S3) . A large, negative b represents strong density dependence.
In order to study how density dependence varies regionally, we fit the model for each species by regional cell combination. We fit the model to the relationship between the number of seedlings and trees in each plot in each regional cell under the condition that a given species was present as either a tree or seedling in at least 30 plots with the species being present as both tree and seedling in at least one of the plots.
One model is not likely to fit every situation and our model fit 2779 or 89.1% of all possible species by regional cell combinations. Examination of the data suggested that in some cases there was one plot that was an outlier preventing the search algorithm from converging on a set of parameters. We therefore jackknifed each species by regional cell combination for which we were unable to estimate a set of parameters in the first round by deleting each plot and attempting to refit the model. We only used data from species by regional cell combinations where only one jackknife produced a full set of parameters, suggesting that the plot removed was a major outlier. By doing this we fit parameters for 69 additional species by regional cell combinations, bringing our total number of species by regional cell combinations with parameters to 2848 or 91.3% of all possible species-regional cell combinations.
Analysis of conspecific and heterospecific density dependence distributions -We tested for differences in the distributions of the estimates for the strength of conspecific and heterospecific density dependence with the non-parametric Wilcoxin Rank-Sum test (also known as the MannWhitney U test) with wilcox.test.
Analysis of relative abundance and strength of density dependence -We analyzed the relationship between the relative abundance of a species in a regional cell to the strength of density dependence for that species using the non-parametric Spearman-Rank test with cor.test and setting the method option to "spearman".
Regional strength of density dependence -We calculated the average strength of density dependence in a regional cell as the arithmetic mean of all individual species by regional cell estimates for the strength of density dependence in a regional cell (hereafter referred to as "average strength of density dependence"). We included all regional cells with more than 5 estimates of strength of density dependence in subsequent analyses (i.e., there had to be 5 species for which we had estimated the b parameter in that regional cell). Using the median rather than the arithmetic mean produced qualitatively similar results in all analyses.
Analysis of species richness and average strength of density dependence -We tested for a linear relationship between the average regional strength of density dependence to the species richness of the regional cell using linear regression with lm. Species richness was determined from the FIA data set by counting species occurrences per cell. Plots of fitted values versus residuals were checked for violations of normality and homoscedasticity.
Analysis of latitude and average strength of density dependence -We analyzed the relationship between the average regional strength of density dependence to the average latitude of the plots in a regional cell using the non-parametric Spearman-Rank test with cor.test and setting the method option to "spearman".
Analysis of basal area -We performed all of the above analyses using basal area instead of tree count, as the predictor of the relationship of density dependence (the parameter T in our model). The results were qualitatively similar to those obtained using tree count (Figs. S5-S7).
Analysis of forest stand age classes -Forest age could be a potential confounding factor in our analyses because successional patterns associated with forest development. For example, early successional species may not recruit well in a closed canopy forest of intermediate age, while late successional species may recruit well, but no adults would have had time to establish. Both of these cases may make mid-successional forests more diverse and display stronger signals of negative density dependence. We stratified the data set by the "stand age" variable in the FIA database. Stand age is assigned by the FIA field crew and reflects the average age of canopy trees in the stand. Two trees per site were cored to determine a site index for the area and the stand age is based on these two representative trees. Stand age was used to approximate successional status of the plots with three categories: early successional (0-39 years), midsuccessional (40-79 years) and late successional (80+ years). We analyzed each subset of the data and found the patterns of density dependence observed in the full dataset were robust against age stratification (Figs. S8-S11), except see (Fig. S11 F) . This suggests that our results are not due to successional patterns or the effects of past tree harvesting, which has the effect of setting stand age back according to the intensity of treatment. . Species-specific linear regression of the strength of negative density-dependence and natural log of relative abundance of the species in the regional cell. We required a minimum of 5 data points for each species before performing a regression. The majority of species had a positive log-linear relationship indicating the generality among various species. ; N = 108) such that species richness tended to increase with stronger negative density dependence. ). (C) (ρ= 0.32, P < 2.2x10 -16 ). (D) (ρ= 0.37, P < 2.2x10 -16 ). (E) (ρ= 0.44, P < 2.2x10 -16 ). (F) (ρ= 0.44, P < 2.2x10 -16 ). ), (C) (ρ= 0.76, P < 2.2x10 -16 ), (D) (ρ= 0.19, P = 0.10), (E) (ρ= 0.39, P = 7.3x10 -5 ), and (F) (ρ= 0.37, P < 7.4x10 -5 ).
Figure S12. Heterospecific tree density had weak relationship with the strength of density dependence. The dashed line is the median strength of heterospecific density dependence. The strength of heterospecific density dependence had a weak negative correlation with the species relative abundance (Spearman's rank correlation, ρ = -0.1278, P = 3.121x10 -13 ; N = 3229). 
